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WE KNOW THE
BUSINESS 

Our expertise enables us to successfully target

our clients '  objectives and improve the value of

their income-generating properties .

INTRODUCTION

Lexsa Property Management Is a business

dedicated to the management of income-

generating real estate . Our track record of

success in providing our group of clients with

the finest quality asset management services

has cemented our position as a market leader .

In all element of our business , we are defined

by our fundamental principles of hard effort ,

ethical behavior , and intuitive efficiency . We

are delighted to provide our "customer guide ,"

which will describe our services in general .

We provide outstanding service by going
above and beyond our customers'

expectations.
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PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

Lexsa Property Management recognizes and

respects the diversity of our clients , which is

why we custom build a range of services to

meet their specific needs .

The focus of operations will be on maintaining

the best possible economic and physical

condition . We will give intelligent advice on

short-term capital expenditure requirements

in order to correctly meet your investment

expectations and long-term objectives .

OUR PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES INCLUDE:

RENT COLLECTION
24/7 MAINTENANCE
PLANNING & CONSULTING
REPORTS & ACCOUNTING
LEGAL DOCUMENTS & INSURANCE
TENANT RELATIONS



 SERVICES-
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

PLANNING & CONSULTING
It 's critical to know how to adjust

your investment plan when the

market moves . We can devise a

strategy to enhance the value of

your property .

RENT COLLECTION
We manage all rent and other

charges for renters , including

utilities , pass-through expenses ,

and escalations . We also handle

late tenant payment structure ,

evictions , and other legal

processes .

24/7 MAINTENANCE
Our maintenance service guarantees

that your properties are safe 24

hours a day , seven days a week .

Repairs , rehabilitation , preventative ,

and routine maintenance are all

handled by us . Our property

management team keeps a careful

eye on the maintenance crew and

vendors .



REPORTS & ACCOUNTING
 The Real Estate Industry 's leading

management program is used to

generate monthly financial reports .

Reports are adapted to the needs

of the owners . In all financial

concerns , we work closely with your

accountant and auditors .

TENANTS RELATIONS
Tenant relations is a vital

function that should only be

assigned to the most

qualified property managers .

We know how to provide the

finest customer service to

renters thanks to our years of

expertise .

LEGAL DOCUMENTS &
INSURANCE

We 'll draft new lease forms and

renew existing leases for space

based on current market

circumstances and objectives , as

well as evaluate the appropriate

liability insurance claims .



Proactive Leasing Strategies
 

 Lexsa Property Management is a group

of asset management experts . Our lease

partners are specialists in bringing

properties back to their full economic

potential .

We specialize in the following areas:
Lease-up from zero to maximum

occupancy

Existing renters are being re-tenanted

with better tenants .

Land leasing and built-to-suit

Leasing of commercial and multi-family

properties

In-House Marketing Team
 

Lexsa Management has created a

thorough marketing campaign to ensure

that our clients '  properties receive the

best possible care . Modern and

aggressive marketing is the key to our

success . From printed materials to web

listings and email blasts to our network

of Commercial Real Estate Brokers ,

everything is covered .



Marketing Packages
 

Offering Memorandums and

Leasing Packages are created

in full color by our in-house

marketing department . The

marketing packages contain

all of the offering facts and

underwriting information

that potential investors and

renters will need to submit a

qualified bid on the offering .

A variety of qualified

investors and tenants are

sent marketing packages in

physical copy and digital

media .

Online Marketing
 

 Each property , as well as all

of the main listings such as

Loopnet , MLS , Costar , and

others , is listed on our

website .

 The website contains :

Listing summary

high-resolution photo gallery

property characteristics

interactive maps 

area information 

digital offering memorandum and

brochure 

confidentiality agreement that can be

downloaded. 



Quality Tenant
Placement

 

Our leasing agents do not just

place anyone into your home . We

locate both huge , national

brands and well-established local

businesses to fill your empty

spots . Each potential renter is

subjected to a thorough

background and credit check for

our residential lease .



Maintenance &
rehabilitations

 

Because we are ourselves

business owners , we understand

our clients '  goals and problems .

For many owners , repairs and

rehabilitation as part of normal

maintenance may be quite costly .

Our ability to give accurate and

valuable advise , along with our

in-house maintenance staff ,

allows us to provide the best

quality of work while saving

money . Many of our properties

were built from the ground up ,

and we 've completed numerous

re-habilitation and value-add

projects .

Maintenance Team
 

Lexsa understands that if we

can 't give value by investing in

excellent work at a low cost ,

we 're not giving our clients

anything they can 't accomplish

on their own . The sheer scale of

our portfolio and the amount of

business we give to our workers ,

suppliers , and vendors is one

reason we are able to generate

significant discounts .



Quality Tenant
Placement

 

 We depend on our resources and

prior expertise as a developer

and investor in our own real

estate portfolio to give value

analysis .

Every development and/or

project management assignment

starts with a strategic plan to

provide direction and a clear

route to our customers '  ultimate

objective of protecting and/or

increasing the value of their real

estate .

Our project management

experience stems from millions

of dollars in real estate

development and repositioning .

We will give guidance to

guarantee that the project is

cost-effective and well-executed .

To guarantee that your asset

realizes the greatest potential of

the investment you want to

make , or need to make , you must

have vision and direction .


